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Adrenaline, Deftones 03/05/2024, 11:02

Today, I’ll be reviewing ‘Adrenaline’ by Deftones! Adrenaline? It kind of sounds like ‘a 
den, a Lynn!’ That may sound really stupid to you, it does to me too, but that’s 
actually how my jokes get made, a fun play on words. Now we have the punchline, 
what precedes it, I wonder… Maybe ‘What’s the difference between Deftones’s 
debut album and an animal lair combined with Linda? One’s Adrenaline, the other’s a 
den, a Lynn’. I’m sad to say the more ambitious the joke is, the worse it is 99% of the 
time, but have a little patience and in the end you’ll get a sweet moment where lots 
of weird and random words can get at very least a chuckle. Just be prepared to get 
the reaction ‘oooooook’ the rest of the time, many people can’t handle that. Almost 
all the LP reviews shown on Wikipedia are rather mediocre, but Google says 99% of 
people liked the album! I wonder if there’s a connection between adventurous jokes 
and people who listen to ‘Adrenaline’ and comment on it via Google. I guess if it’s 
bad to be too ambitious 99% of the time and 99% of people like Adrenaline, that 
could show joke wisdom and Def fans who show their support are the same thing? At 
very least they are summed up with the same number. So, if you ever see someone 
wearing a Deftones shirt or listening to the band, ask the guy a question about gags. 
You should get an insightful answer. Furthermore, I think if you can wise when it 
comes to jokes, you can be wise in general. 

Of course I’m a fan of the band, if not I’d have an extremely poorly chosen email 
address, so do I give insightful answers in general? Well, let’s test that right now. 
‘Simon, what is the meaning of life?’ As the meaning of life doesn’t have a number, I 
can’t even begin to speculate. Obviously if it was 7, the meaning of life would be 
luck, according to my patented number system. Oh yes, I’ve just remembered, 
according to The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, the meaning of life is 42. And as 
we all know, that means pointless anger. Does that sound right to you? It should be 
pointed out that the writer of the book, Douglas Adams, isn’t God, so how would he 
know what number the meaning of life is? I’m not claiming to be smarter than him on 
the whole, but I must be smarter than him in some ways. I mean come on, how could 
pointless anger POSSIBLY be the meaning of life? You know what I think it is? 02. 
That’s no anger. I’m saying that because many people say the meaning of life is to 
be nice to others, so yeah, you could say it is 02. Just remember the zero. 02 and 2 
may seem like the exact same number as they have the same value, but in the crazy 
world of my theory the numbers are opposites! Again, if it was 2, that would suggest 
the meaning of life is anger. Good news for a warmonger, but certainly not me. 

Hang on, 02? The mobile phone company? THAT’S the meaning of life as well? 
Why? Is communication the meaning of life? That makes at least some sense! Don’t 
be angry and remember to talk to others. 555 is apparently the number of an angel, 
and don’t worry, Douglas Adams hasn’t ruined that number for everyone by claiming 
such angels are pointless and angry, again according to my system, angels are 5 
star, 5 star, 5 star. Absolutely amazing, in other words. Again, sounds about right. For 
my own sanity, I think I’ll move on from number theory. And of course, doing so 
makes for a more traditional music review, perhaps a better one. It’s an underrated 
album, and I give it 9.65/10! Let’s not analyse that number as well. I sometimes have 
obsessive thoughts that I consider annoying, and I’ve just given an example of such 
thoughts. What really gets to me is the fact many out there will call my theory 
pseudoscience! Oh so I’ve annoyed myself and wasted my time? Is that what you’re 
saying? Maybe I should chill out and read a palindrome. Oh wait, they end up 
annoying me too. And on the very annoying note… bye!


